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Here’s why gender equality is taking so
long

Male privilege ... few acknowledge they have it, but many are scared to lose it
Image: Erik Cooper
20 Sep 2017
1. Laura Liswood Secretary-General, Council of Women World Leaders
The World Economic Forum estimates gender parity globally may now be over 170 years away.
Previously they estimated an 80-year time, then it was 120 years. It keeps slowing down.
The Forum's Annual Gender Gap Report shows slow progress and minimal change in many
countries worldwide. What is causing this glacial pace of change, something the airline industry
calls a “creeping delay”?
There are many headwinds that can lengthen the time required for desired systemic change,
but there is one I’d like to address here, head on, and it’s this: unconscious bias.
In general, there is a lack of awareness about who others are and what their capabilities and
inherent qualities may be. In corporations, this often manifests as a culture that is unfriendly or
unhelpful to women.
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It's all about power
What is unconscious bias? It can include anything from the preferences and perspectives we
hold to the associations, roles and behaviours we carry out. A large part of it may be down to
unconscious grievance and loss.
A “manifesto” written by a male Google employee this summer is a case in point. He posited
that there are inherent psychological differences between men and women which lead to a
disparity in how successful they are in the world of tech. It’s clear that this man, and many like
him, see diversity as eroding meritocracy and destroying the level playing field.
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It is not my place to question whether Google was correct in firing him; he had his point to
make. But I will say that whether he knows it or not, he is unconsciously finding selective
arguments to resist change. He has something to lose.
The Google manifesto reflected this employee's belief that everyone lives in the same world as
he does. But his is not a universal experience. He is unlikely to have been subject to systematic
interruptions and the repeated questioning of his credentials or capabilities. He probably wasn’t
assumed to be incompetent until he proved otherwise, or excluded from informal mentoring or
“bro” bonding. It’s doubtful his comments were seen as aggressive rather than assertive, and
that he was seldom acknowledged or taken seriously.
It’s true the young engineer may have had some of this happen to him; but statistically, as a
white male, he would not have experienced it at the same level or intensity as his female
colleagues, nor felt its cumulative impact. He is unaware of the subtle advantages and
perceived abilities “naturally” attributed to him. He may not truly grasp that for many women,
their lack of success can be explained in part by the less-than-level playing field they work in.
If it is made truly level, he will lose that subtle advantage he doesn’t even see. The presence
of capable women threatens the norms he has become used to.
When equality equals loss
I believe there is a need to look closely at the loss and grievance that the dominant group feels
when those from the non-dominant groups start to encroach on their societal position. In her
book Why So Slow, Virginia Valerian found that while men can embrace the need for efforts
that lead to fairness, such as equal pay, they have a much harder time with their own loss of
centrality. This is about entitlement and holding a privileged place in the home, at work and in
society. The loss of that privilege is a severe grievance.
For example, it is accurate to state that manufacturing jobs are diminishing and care jobs are
in demand. It is quite another to have men accept new gender roles that they find emasculating.
One survey focused in Middle Eastern and North African countries found that men harass
women in public “to put them in their place”. Much of the objection to change in gender roles is
really about gender and power, not just about gender.
Joan C. Williams reflects on changing gender roles in her book White Working Class:
Overcoming Class Cluelessness in America. She talks about “good” men and “real” men. The
former are supportive, empathetic, collaborative. The latter are men who work in clearly
identified masculine jobs, are assertive, take leadership at home and at work.
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If we ask men to change their definitions of themselves it is not surprising that many will resist
and find reasons to be critical of those they perceive as forcing this change upon them.
Geena Davis, at her eponymous media institute, has found that when a room's population is
20% women, men see 50%. When it is 30%, men feel it as 60%. The American Council on
Education did a study asking teachers to call on boys and girls as best they could 50/50. After
the experiment, the boys were asked how it felt. Their common response was: “The girls were
getting all the attention.” The boys (and men) feel a loss when equality is achieved. They have
normalised overbalance.
As digital technology brings about massive global change, the World Economic Forum, which
calls this shift the Fourth Industrial Revolution, is working to ready society for the upcoming
disruptions. But for some, moving from a gendered position will feel like a loss, even though
the shift may ironically reflect a more equal society.
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Women's rights have gone into reverse.
But wait, look who’s driving

For many women, sexual equality comes second to economic stability
Image: REUTERS/Neil Hall
08 Mar 2017
1. Laura Liswood Secretary-General, Council of Women World Leaders

The movement to advance women’s development and equality is going through a stress test.
The forces in today’s world that are eroding women’s advancement challenge us to consider
whether progress can be sustained – but do those who support gender equality have the social
and cultural capital to protect it?
If we look at the United States and analyse those who voted for Donald Trump versus those
for Hillary Clinton, a pattern emerges. These two groups see the world differently, including
how they see gender roles and the treatment and rights of women.
According to a recent Pew study, a majority of people who voted for Trump believe that diversity
has had no positive effect (or even a negative effect) on their lives and that of the country.
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Compare that with 72% of Hillary Clinton voters, who said diversity has made the country a
better place.
Gender-role changes and redefinitions of masculinity play a role in those beliefs. According to
the New York Times, most in the US agree that it is a better time to be a man than a woman in
our society, with only Republican men thinking it’s a better time to be a woman than a man.

Image: Pew Research Center
Which rights are we talking about?
Examples of reversals of women’s rights in the so-called free world so far include: reduced
funding for reproductive health globally, a stated avowal to reduce or eliminate women’s choice
in family planning, and a glaring under-representation of women and minorities in US cabinetlevel positions.
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This erosion of progress is not limited to the US. A further distressing example has recently
occurred in Russia. The Duma Russia's parliament voted 380 to 3 in favour of decriminalizing
domestic violence in cases where it does not cause “substantial bodily harm” and does not
occur more than once a year. A Kremlin spokesperson told journalists that family conflicts do
“not necessarily constitute domestic violence”.
This sentiment seems to take women’s rights back to the Middle Ages.
So, what's driving it?
Perhaps most puzzling and upsetting is that 53% of white women voted for the current US
president, and in Russia the domestic-violence bill was supported by ultra-nationalist women
parliamentarians.
What is going on? For many women, it is possible that there is a kind of Maslow's hierarchy of
needs, and gender equality falls below their own more compelling concerns about economic
security, loss of jobs through globalization and automation, threats of terrorism and nationalistic
appeals to their sense of identity.

Gender equality, pay equity or even absence of sexual harassment and degradation are niceto-haves, but perhaps not need-to-haves in the face of economic insecurity and a sense of
being left behind. That desire and nostalgia for a better time in the past – that need to "make
America great again" – appears to include going back to stereotypes of the gendered roles
women and men historically played.
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In France, women indicate they are backing Marie LePen to protect their jobs and security. Le
Pen isn't campaigning for equality, she's promising justice and security, explains Nicolas
Lebroug, a researcher on French far-right politics at the University of Montpellier. “That often
resonates more with women facing the challenges of everyday life.”
Economic inequality between urban centres and rural areas can drive this insecurity and
economic anxiety. For women, who often have fewer social safety nets, this anxiety can be an
overwhelming driver.

Image: REUTERS/Lucas Jackson
For Hillary Clinton, it also appears that the desire for power expressed by a woman can create
a backlash by both men and women. According to researchers at the Harvard Kennedy School,
when female politicians are described as power-seeking, both men and women experience
feelings of moral outrage (i.e. contempt, anger and/or disgust) towards the woman.
Small steps forward
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But there's good news. Reversals in reproductive and other rights have galvanized the world's
women, who came out in the millions in January to protest against the inauguration of a US
president they saw as a threat to the cause of equality.
What these marchers saw, over the course of the US presidential election, was that it is
permissible to demonize women, to say and do offensive, abusive and discriminatory things
without repercussion – in fact, with crowds cheering on. This erosion of cultural filters is
happening elsewhere, too: in the United Kingdom a majority of women parliamentarians have
seen an increase in online death threats and verbal abuse from members of the public.

Yet many countries are seeing progress. The World Economic Forum Gender Gap Report,
which ranks countries on the status of women, reflects strong improvements in some countries’
overall progress.
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The advancement for women is based on a foundation more fragile than many of us believed.
Now more than ever, we need male leaders along with female leaders at all levels and countries
to speak out on behalf of women. Female presidents and prime ministers can speak out and
galvanize those who allow gains to be reversed. So can the millions of women and men who
tweet, organize and protest.
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How men and women see gender
equality differently
There is a wonderful saying: “Women are like snowflakes: one alone may melt, but together
we can stop traffic.”

11 Feb 2015
1. Laura LiswoodSecretary-General, Council of Women World Leaders
How do you solve a conflict between two parties if one of the parties does not believe
there is a problem, or only recognizes it as a small issue, while the other party sees a
large and continuing problem?
This is no doubt the constant question posed by marriage counsellors. And it applies to many
other issues such as climate change, citizen/police interactions, and for the purposes of this
blog post, to women’s progress.
We all have our own lenses through which we see the world. Our window to the world is shaped
by experience, hopefulness, unconscious beliefs, personal filters. The challenge becomes how
to reconcile opposing and strongly held beliefs in the interest of improving a situation.
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Men and women: living in two different worlds?
I am constantly intrigued by statistics that show opposing reactions toward women’s career
progression and gender parity. Catherine Fox, former Corporate Woman columnist for the
Australian Financial Review, found that 72% of male senior executives agreed with the
statement that much progress had been made towards women’s empowerment and career
progression. Of the female executives surveyed, 71% disagreed with that statement.
The Financial Times, in a study last year on Women in Asset Management, found that 37% of
female asset managers said the situation for women in fund management had improved; 70%
of male asset managers believed the situation had improved. In the same study, 51% of women
in fund management said quotas would improve matters; 77% of men in fund management
said quotas would not improve matters.
In a Fortune Magazine research report by Kieran Snyder on how men and women were
described in personnel reviews, 76% of feedback on women included comments on personality
such as terms like abrasive, judgemental and strident. Just 2% of reviews on men included
those types of comments.
In a Harvard Business Review article about Harvard Business School graduates, which looked
at career expectations between graduating husbands and wives, Robin Ely found that half of
the men thought their career would take priority. Almost all the women thought their careers
would take equal priority to their husband’s. When asked about major caregiver roles, 75% of
the men believed their wife would take on most of the responsibility; 50% of the women thought
they would take on most of this type of work. (Ironically, in reality 86% of the women took on
the major caregiver roles, exceeding men’s expectations!)
A study by Chuck Shelton shows how men and women are living in different worlds. When
asked to rate diversity effectiveness among white male leaders in their companies, 45% of
white men gave their diversity efforts positive ratings. Among women and people of colour, only
21% agreed with that positive rating.
Understanding the different viewpoints
What causes this discrepancy of world view? And who is right?
I posed the latter question to Judith Resnik, Arthur Liman Professor of Law at Yale Law School.
Her answer was that both men and women are right, at least based on what they are observing
and what facts or cues they give weight to for their differing conclusions. Several explanations
can be put forward for these differences:
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1. Potential versus performance
Men assume policy leads to positive impact. Women see that these policies are not leading to
positive outcomes. For example, men saw that there was a programme to mentor women,
which they viewed as an affirmative programme to help women’s progress. Women saw no
results from the mentoring programme. For men it was the potential and the effort that gave
them a sense of well-being. For women their conclusion of dissatisfaction was based on
performance.
Professor Cheryl Kaiser of the University of Washington refers to the “illusion of inclusion” in
which people believe that discrimination and unfair practices can’t exist if there is a diversity
office or set of programmes in place directed at these practices. There can be a distinct gap
between the formal programmes and the informal work culture, thereby setting up the potential
for the illusion.
2. Confirmation bias
We all do this. It is the phenomenon of sorting facts and observations in a way that confirms
what we already believe. So if men think progress is being made for women, they will place
more weight on the facts they see and believe confirm the advancement, and pay less attention
to the impact of the impediments. Women will similarly focus more on the facts that confirm
lack of progress and less on the advancements.
3. Cui bono?
Who most feels the impact of the unlevel playing field? When it comes to gender issues, men
generally don’t feel the impact (this may not include men from historically powerless groups,
who certainly can feel the effects). For women, gender issues have full impact, affecting their
lives constantly. Our gender identities shape what hurts and helps us, knowingly or
unknowingly. We are all right and we are all wrong in our different lenses.
4. We want the same things
Both men and women are looking for the same thing at work, including compelling colleagues,
mutual values and challenging work. Based on their experiences, men might be more likely to
achieve those work goals; women, on the other hand, may have experiences that create a
diminished sense of satisfaction. Given these feelings of dissatisfaction in the workplace,
women may have a lower threshold when it comes to deciding whether to leave the world of
work or not.
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If you were a company executive and were informed that there was a gap in perceptions such
as those described in the statistics above, at what level does that become a problem? What
should you do? If the gap exceeds 5-10% that is probably a signal that the formal programmes
and articulated visions of leaders are not matching the realities of the workplace. In other words,
“talk is cheap” and more needs to be done. As Aaron A. Dhir, Associate Professor of Law, York
University, Toronto found after studying Fortune 500 annual reports, there is no correlation
between a company’s annual report, which extols the value of diversity and has lovely photos
of their diverse workforce, and the actual outcomes and progress a company makes in their
diversity efforts.
Leaders: look through another lens
Information rather than anecdotes always helps. For a leader it means awareness and the need
to probe more deeply into what causes the gaps. Focus groups and internal workforce surveys
disaggregated by gender (or other salient identities) can help. The leadership may believe,
looking through their lens, that the organization has strong programmes for hiring, evaluation
and feedback, career development and promotions, access to critical assignments, mentoring
and sponsoring, and other inclusive practices. But leaders should be looking at how these
actually get implemented. And, importantly, how does any particular group see and experience
the outcomes of these programmes? Is their lens different than that of the leaders?
We need a shared understanding of each of our experiences if we are to ever close the gaps
in our world views and make the changes needed to improve everyone’s lives. Any marriage
counsellor will tell you that.
Author: Laura Liswood is Secretary-General of the Council of Women World Leaders.
The author would like to thank Saadia Zahidi, Senior Director of the World Economic Forum,
and Aniela Unguresan and Eleanor Haller-Jorden of EDGE Certification for their conversations
with her on the difference dilemma.
Image: A woman sits at a desk in an adjoining office as Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of CBM
Corporation, Cambodia’s biggest food and beverage firm, Chy Sila (L) speaks during an
interview with Reuters at his office in Phnom Penh July 24, 2014. REUTERS/Samrang Pring
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Seven reasons your board may be more
sexist than you think

18 Nov 2014
1. Laura Liswood Secretary-General, Council of Women World Leaders
The debate about getting more women on boards often focuses on why doing so creates a
better, more profitable, more competitive company, with research from the World Economic
Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report 2014, by Catalyst, EY and other organizations all providing
evidence. The question of why boards are not more gender balanced in the first place, however,
could use further reflection and more granular observations.
For example, if I were chairman of a board, my job would be to ensure that the best decisions
emerge from board deliberations. And how do I get the best from the board of directors? It
might be useful to look at some of the dynamics of the board room through a gendered lens (I
would also add that it might be useful to look at it through the lens of anyone considered
an outsider).
I would recommend the board chair consider some of the following:
1. Who comes to the board meetings fully prepared, having read all material in
advance?
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2. Who among my board tends to focus on the shareholder impact of board
decisions and who might put emphasis on all stakeholders, including employees,
communities, the environment, and the families that are personally affected by
decisions to lay off employees?
3. Who discusses the short-term impact of board decisions and who might focus
more on the long-term impact?
4. Who will ask questions, particularly ones that are not immediately obvious?
(Most marketers still smile when they remember that Ford did not consult a single
Spanish-speaking person before introducing the “NOVA”car in Mexico – which
translates to “NO GO”.)
5. Who in general gets “heard”, which means their comments, suggestions or
critiques are picked up and affirmed by others rather than ignored, dismissed,
minimized or even initially ignored but then repeated by someone in the dominant
group? (Harvard Business School found that professors were more likely to write
down and refer back to a comment made by a male student than a female student.)
6. Does everyone get included in even informal board events – the pre-board dinner,
the nightclub or country club gathering – where issues may be raised and even
decided on?
7. Do I as board chair seek quick closure on board-related discussions and debates
because conflict feels like it creates tension and division? (Katherine Phillips of
Columbia University has found that homogeneous groups don’t come to better
solutions – they just think they do. Heterogeneous groups come to better
solutions – they just don’t realize it. Diversity creates conflict but if managed well,
leads to better decisions.)
A board chair who is truly aware of the governance processes and board dynamics might begin
to see patterns. They might discover that some of the women on the board have a tendency to
process things in a slightly different way to the men. Of course, not all men or women behave
in distinct ways, but the cohorts will probably behave in ways that, if properly managed, can
lead to better results for the organization. It might make it even clearer why it is important to
have more women on their board of directors.
Author: Laura Liswood, Secretary General, Council of Women World Leaders
Image: Swiss Economy Minister Johann Schneider-Ammann (L) welcomes participants before
a round table talk in Bern August 10, 2011.REUTERS/Pascal Lauener
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
Author, The Loudest Duck, Moving Beyond Diversity

Leading the Wonder Woman Way
08/14/2017 05:05 pm ET
Here is one thing that makes Wonder Woman, played by Gal Gadot in the block buster movie,
(directed by Patty Jenkins) so wonderful. She never apologizes. Actually she does apologize
once in the entire movie and that is when she accidentally uses her super power when she
crosses her arms and knocks her aunt Captain Antiope to the ground (played by the powerful,
graceful Robin Wright, the best warrior on Themysciras). Wonder Woman has a sponsor and
mentor in Captain Antiope and a role model of a battle scarred, majestic and fearless leader
to emulate.
This isn’t just a summer movie blockbuster. Wonder Woman has now become part of the
zeitgeist. Women running for office like Jenny Durkan who is running for mayor of Seattle
recently had a showing of the movie for her supporters. This week Politico Notebook noted in
its OUT AND ABOUT that there was a special screening of “Wonder Woman” at the MPAA,
hosted by Carol Melton, EVP of Time Warner: Rep. Debbie Dingell (D-Mich.), Rep. Susan
Molinari and Sally Quinn were a few of the power elite attending the showing.
What make the movie so powerful are the lessons of how a strong woman behaves and leads.
How does Wonder Woman, learn to be a leader? Like all leaders do. Practice, feedback, trial,
practice, feedback, and more difficult trials are the building blocks of her leadership foundation.
She gets hurt, her pride is wounded and she is exhorted to dig deeper and become
more confident. She is told she is better than that and she has the potential to become great.
Wonder Woman, even as a young girl knows what she wants to do and has
a passion and determination to achieve. She goes about learning the skills needed to
succeed.
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As the movie proceeds Wonder Woman shows no sign of stereotype threat. Stereotype threat
describes the experience of “being at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative
stereotype of one’s group”. This social-psychological phenomenon has been shown to
significantly decrease the performance of persons who belong to negatively stereotyped
groups. An example of this is when a girl gets subtle messages from others that girls are not
good at math. She thinks because she is a girl she is therefore not good at math. Her test
scores will be below the boys. Without that subtle messaging, she would test equal to boys.
Wonder Woman has never been taught, heard, watched a TV show, been objectified or been
trolled on social media where the message was that women are inferior to men or cannot
perform as well as men. Her world is not divided into gendered roles; her world is divided
into roles needed by the society she lives in.
She is a full equal human being and her life has been equally full of strong determined clear
spoken women, who are senators, decision makers and a queen (her mother) who rules with
wisdom and concern. She doesn’t spend her life obsessed by the need to look beautiful for the
other or to sublimate herself to attract a man. (Later we find that she knows that men are
needed for procreation but not necessarily for pleasure). She does fall in love with a man, Steve
Trevor, the crashed aviator on her island, but it is on her terms. She even says to him much to
his surprise “What I do is not up to you”. This is in direct contrast to what Capt. Trevor’s
secretary back in pre-suffrage England says when asked what a secretary does, “Everything
he tells me to do”. Wonder Woman off handedly remarks that this sounds like slavery to her.
On the battlefield when she confronts those who are trying to eliminate her being, Wonder
woman literally and figuratively deflects bullets being shot at her. She can withstand the
fusillade as many women leaders learn early on to deflect the critics, skeptics, the name calling,
categorizing, over scrutiny that come their way when they seek or accept power and its roles.
At one point, she is kicked out of deliberation of political leaders in the British war cabinet
because she is a woman. Undeterred she continues to show her knowledge and strength to
them much to their surprise as she casually states she speaks 100 languages. She does not
understand what would compel people to underestimate her. It is not in her experience to have
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that happen. Why would anyone ignore what she has to offer merely because she is a woman?
In fact, she holds her power in plain sight when she slips the magic sword into the back of her
dress; it is not seen by the men in the room.
But Wonder Woman is no narrow visioned warrior. She possesses the skill sets that many call
‘feminine’-empathy, compassion, community, advocating fiercely for others in need, living
authentically, and intuitive. She combines those skills with ones we usually attribute to the
masculine-direct action, risk taking, assertiveness, hard work, agency and confidence. When
she says “I am the man” in response to Capt. Trevor saying a man is needed for the job. She
means she holds both those traits of men and women. The best leaders flex their leadership
style and have the most tools of what we call women and men’s attributes in their tool box.
Part of what propels her to action is her overarching mission to save the world from war and
evil and to find peace. This is the big picture but she does not hesitate to listen to and engage
with those directly affected on the front line of battle. She shows a compassion for the women,
children and men of a small village, taking in their plight. She listens to the men around her on
the battlefield but acts on her own moral compass. The men ultimately follow her.
When she is confronted with ‘mansplaining’ by the men she basically ignores it, stares them
down and never apologizes unnecessarily. (Research finds that for women growing up in a
gendered world, women apologize seven times more than men do).
Howard Gardner in his book, Leading Minds, finds that one of the traits of great leaders is that
they have a true North-the moral compass of peace and ridding the world of evil is what is
Wonder Woman’s true North.
Women in a gendered world grow up to understand the need to placate men or to avoid being
seen as ambitious, assertive, and forth right. They may come to use what are termed disarming
mechanisms. These might include ritual smiling, ritual modesty (“I’m not the expert but have
an idea”), ritual apology (see above), ritual mitigation (I guess we could think about my plan”).
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Wonder Woman eschews these confidence eroding devices-trying to be less than she is in the
face of the other does not cross her mind.
The movie Wonder Woman is great entertainment with a hero’s journey embedded in the story.
The hero leads others to greatness and to a goal bigger than themselves. We can learn much
from how this hero shows her leadership abilities.
Wonder Woman is a cartoon character, living in a world that does not exist, and shaped by the
imaginations and lived experiences of her creators. And yet she can also be a mirror to our
world as we look and judge our own leaders. She helps us show what challenges women face
in cultures that believe that gender defines someone’s capacity to lead. And she can also be a
reflection of how we measure all leaders-both men and women. Are they skilled, and practiced,
knowledgeable in their craft? Do they listen, show curiosity, tell the truth and express
compassion, and know when to be humble, show integrity, use their power wisely, and have a
clear mission and values? Are they a model for our best selves? Do they advance the common
good for all, are able to deflect criticism and learn from their mistakes? Wonder Woman does
and she can guide us in what we seek in our more mortal leaders.
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
Author, The Loudest Duck, Moving Beyond Diversity

The Message Of Diversity
03/07/2017 02:15 pm ET Updated Mar 09, 2017
•

Does the message about the importance of diversity need to change? Should the message
about diversity need to be crafted so it can appeal to those who feel it is a take away and a
loss? The value of diversity is perceived as common wisdom by most of those in business and
civil society. Diversity is known to be extremely valuable for better decision making, lauded for
creating innovation, reflective of changing demographics, and helpful for business to increase
its profitability and recruit the best talent. However, not everyone views diversity as a positive
factor in both their own lives and those of the country.
The recent election highlighted this divide. Pew Research Center report of August 18, 2016
found, among Clinton supporters, 72% think increasing diversity makes the U.S. a better place
to live compared with only 2% who say it makes the U.S. a worse place to live. About a quarter
(26%) say greater diversity doesn’t make much difference for life in the U.S. About as many
Trump supporters say greater diversity doesn’t make much difference for life in the U.S. (43%)
as say it makes the U.S. a better place to live (40%); 16% of Trump supporters say an
increasing number of people of many different races, ethnic groups and nationalities makes
the U.S. a worse place to live.
Eight times as many Trump voters see diversity as eroding their lives than Clinton voters. For
some voters increasing diversity might make Americans more xenophobic (Allison Skinner, Jan
10. 2017). Ms. Skinner states in her research, “…reminding white people of the increasing size
or increasing political power of racial minority groups in America-whether it was via the majorityminority projection…or about President Obama’s election-led them to show more implicit racial
bias against black people.” “We have moved from diversity to difference to division” observed
Celinda Lake of Lake Research Partners. “People say diversity creates innovation, new
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experiences and change. That is the last thing that people who feel left out by the ‘elites’ or
have lost their place in the proper order want to have happen to them”.
Diversity and inclusion are the right things to embrace BUT it seems clear that the approach of
its message about the value of diversity needs to be expanded. How can diversity be reimagined given the enhanced voice of its ‘detractors’ in society, in politics, business and the
law? Jeff Chang, in his book We Gon’ Be Alright: Notes on Race and Resegregation suggests
that today when people talk about diversity the reference is to race, gender, ethnicity, perhaps
sexual orientation and some religions, rather than economic class. He posits that “whites who
struggle economically notice the slight….and view nonwhiteness as a valued
commodity…working class whites feel ignored by elites and (in this election) looked for
someone to vocalize their anger and anxiety. White, rural, religious Americans think of
themselves as a disadvantaged group whose identity is being threated or ignored (or
blamed)…”
Most people are not reacting against the reality of diversity in America or even against specific
groups. But they need a more compelling message about the value of diversity in their own
lives. Many of us are secure in our knowledge that diversity adds value to our lives, to
workplaces, to creativity and innovation. It is our challenge to find ways to make that message
welcome and inclusive to all.
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
Author, The Loudest Duck, Moving Beyond Diversity

The Warning Sign of Unconscious Thinking
(Bias) and How to (Begin to) Overcome It
07/30/2015 04:14 pm ET Updated Jul 30, 2016

Much has been written, spoken, agonized about the fact that all of us harbor some unconscious
bias about someone else or some group. This topic is now the new zeitgeist, the second
generation discrimination for most corporations seeking to overcome the lack of adequate
representation of women and other underrepresented groups. The training, which according to
FastCompany, is being undertaken by more than 20% of companies, is being donebecause
organizations have found that, “with such dismal diversity numbers, some employers have
realized that they can’t trust their own judgment anymore”.
Help wanted male/help wanted female job ads are the obvious discriminators. The use of words
like ‘assertive’ in a negative performance review for a woman and in a positive review for a
man, that’s subtle and frequently not so obvious. But the effects of the latter may be as harmful,
if not more, than the effects of the former.
Awareness of unconscious bias is not enough, but most training is focused on that. We need
prescriptions, not descriptions to truly change behavior, both personal and systemic. Warning
signs and directions can help. Here are a few warning signs that the organization, and its
leadership, should consider:
1) We have a woman at the top. A recent study, reported by Glass Hammer (7/17/15) from the
Robert H. Smith School of Business found that there was a ‘hidden negative quota’ for women
in top leadership. If a woman holds one of the top five executive positions at a company, the
chances of a second woman being appointed in those ranks falls by 51%. Getting a second
woman promoted is far more difficult, let alone attaining a critical mass or majority.
Solution: One woman at the top is only the beginning not the reflection of a true sharing of
power. Every position at the top (including line positions) should include at least one if not more
non dominant group member for consideration.
2) The senior leaders reference their wives, daughters, mothers as their role models and why
this makes them truly understand women’s issues and barriers to equality. A corollary to this is
“Some of my best friends are...” We all use our personal experiences to help inform the world
we live in. That is heartfelt and well meaning. A male leader may think that because he wants
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the best for his daughter or wife he must ipso facto have an organization that would be good
for women.
Granted, according to Catalyst, the research organization, men with daughters are more
sensitive to gender issues. But that is not the same thing as operating the organization with all
the data available and become fact based about the differing experiences of dominant groups
and non-dominant groups in the organization. Beware too, what Cheryl Kaiser of the University
of Washington calls the ‘illusion of inclusion’. Organizations believe they MUST be fair because
they show as proof that they have an office of diversity or programs directed at enhancing
diversity, even in the face of statistics or cases that show the opposite.
Solution: Use the data and statistics that are readily known or can be known. An example is to
evaluate the performance reviews and track how often men are negatively reviewed for
personal communication styles versus how often women are reviewed for personal
communication styles. (Shelley Correll of Stanford University has found that women are three
times more likely to get feedback on communication style then men and women are 66% more
likely to be coached to change their communication style. Another study reported in Forbes
found that 76% of womens reviews included personal comments such as ‘too aggressive’; 2%
of men’s comments did. Any organization that collects data on its employees can ferret out this
signal of unconscious bias.
3) I never noticed that... women are interrupted more than men. Women’s suggestions are less
likely to be taken up and given credit; men’s comments are more likely to be re-credentialized,
given positive deference and referred to more often. Black men and women may code-switch
their speaking styles far more than white men and women. Men’s overconfidence may be
harmful to the decisions being made. My ‘go to’ person(s) look a lot like me.
Solution: General awareness of unconscious bias is enlightening but specific awarenessis
crucial for behavior change. Managers in meetings can stop interruptions or undue deference
if they first know to notice what the dynamics are. In one company I worked with research
assignments were thought to be given out in a gender neutral fashion, until an actual diagram
of assignments was done. Men were researching large companies in capital intensive
industries; women got the small to medium companies in the service industries. Management
had not noticed until it was documented and then was able to intervene positively. At minimum,
the decisions on who gets what research should be made consciously (and though not likely,
even if the final outcomes are the same as before).
An academic awareness of our proclivities toward unconscious bias and how our fast-thinking
brains work are part of the journey but solutions and behavior change are the destination to
fair, diverse and successful organizations.
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
11/04/2014 01:18 pm ET Updated Jan 04, 2015

Women in the Boardroom
The debate about getting more women on boards has often centered around the recent
excellent research by Catalyst, EY and other organizations, that more women creates a better,
more profitable organization. The question about WHY that is could use further reflection and
more granular observations.
For example, if I were chairman of a board, my job is to ensure the best decisions emerge from
board deliberations. And how do I get the best from the board of directors? It might be useful
to look at some of the dynamics of the boardroom with a gendered lens (although I would
quickly add, to focus on what is observed from the dominant group’s members and those from
the non-dominant group members).
I might suggest some of the following for the board chair to observe:
1. Who comes to the board meetings fully prepared, having read all of the board materials in
advance
2. Who among my board tends to focus on the shareholder impact of the board decisions and
who might put emphasis on the stakeholders including the employees, the communities, the
environment, the personal impact to families of laying off employees
3. Who discusses the short-term impact of the board decisions and who might focus more on
the long-term impact
4. Who will ask questions, particularly ones that are not immediately obvious (most marketers
still smile when remembering the lack of a Spanish-speaking person when Ford Motor
Company introduced the NOVA in Mexico — a car in Spanish which meant NO GO)
5. Who in general gets ‘heard’ which means whose comments or suggestions or critiques are
picked up and affirmed by others rather than ignored, dismissed, minimized or even initially
ignored but then re-said by someone in the dominant group. (Harvard Business School
discovered that professors were writing men’s comments more frequently on the chalkboard
and referring back to men’s comments more often than the women students)
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6. Does everyone get included in even the informal events of the board (the pre-board dinner,
the night club or country club gathering) where issues may be raised and even decided
7. Do I as board chair seek closure quickly on discussion and debate on board matters because
conflict feels like it creates tension and division (Katherine Phillips of Columbia University has
found that homogeneous groups don’t come to better solutions; they just think they did.
Heterogeneous groups come to better solutions; they just don’t think they did. Diversity creates
conflict but if managed well leads to better decisions.)
A board chair who is truly aware and conscious about the governance processes and the board
dynamics might begin to see patterns. He or she might discover that the men might have a
tendency to process in one way and the women might have a tendency to process the
proceedings in a slightly different way. Certainly not all men or not all women behave in distinct
ways, but the cohorts will probably behave in ways that, if properly managed, can lead to better
results for the organization. It might make even more evident the reason why it is important to
have more women on their board of directors.
Follow Laura Liswood on Twitter: www.twitter.com/LauraLiswood
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
02/11/2014 03:34 pm ET Updated Apr 13, 2014

Is 20 Percent the Glass Ceiling?
Recently, at the World Economic Forum at Davos, much attention was given to the fact that
the number of women attending declined from 17 percent to 16 percent. Upon reflection, this
has less to do with who the Forum invites to this event and more to do with the number of
women companies are sending. The pool of women CEOs and Chairs of companies (the group
from which Forum attendees are chosen by their companies) has not grown dramatically which
is reflected in the number of women present.
More curiously, is the hovering percentage of somewhere between 15-25 percent women in
organizations or other representational statistics now a glass ceiling?
Data points include:
•

Women average 19 percent of seats if both houses of parliaments globally.

•

18.5 percent of the U.S. Congress in 2014 are women.

•

In 2011, women were 16 percent of Fortune 500 board directors (with no significant change
since).

•

Women hold 20 percent of senior management positions globally, up just 1 percent from 10
years ago.

•

Twenty percent of producers of films in the U.S. are women.

•

From 1990-2005, 25 percent of speaking roles in G-rated movies were women/girls (with again
no significant change since).
As the numbers do not seem to be shifting in any dramatic or rapid ways over the decade it
seems that the 1:5 ratio is a plateau for women. Do two women in a room of 10 men seem like
some sort of equality or at least satisfactory representation?
I remember a study done by an educational group, which asked teachers to call on boys and
girls equally — 50/50 — for two months. At the end of the experiment, the boys were asked
what it was like. Their response was that the girls were getting all the attention; and that was
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at 50/50. So perhaps the boys (and perhaps the girls too) had perceived equal attention as
somewhere above 50 percent — maybe 70/30 or 80/20.
There is also the phenomenon that non-dominant groups get ‘over noticed’ (and over
scrutinized) when they speak or act. Because it is more unusual to hear a woman speak than
a man, she gets over heard and makes more of an unconscious impact. We may then think
she has spoken more than she has.
Is 20 percent also a comfort zone for those in the dominant group? Once any underrepresented group gets to critical mass (25 percent or more) than their power to have a
significant effect, to achieve a result and influence, becomes more noticeable and effective.
Would 5 women out of 10 in the group begin to feel like an unconscious loss of presence and
power for some men?
The pipeline metaphor is sometimes used to explain this plateau. The original thought was that
if women were sufficiently represented at the lower levels, be it corporate or elected offices or
other, they would naturally rise to the top. And yet, the data reflects a stall or clog in that pipeline
which would indicate that there is less an intake problem for women in organizations and more
of an upgrade problem.
Part of the call for quotas or other affirmative mechanisms comes from this plateau issue.
Vivian Reding, EU Commissioner for Justice, has thought about this and now states “I have
not been an advocate of quotas for women in senior business posts in the past, but given the
lack of progress in this area, we might in the future have to consider taking initiatives at the
European level.”
Reflecting on the glacial progress of the pipeline flow, both Christine Lagarde, Managing
Director of the International Monetary Fund and Sheryl Sandberg, Chief Operating Officer at
Facebook, described the controversial system as ‘unfortunate but necessary,’ in a recent panel
at Davos. Lagarde elaborated on this by saying that at a law firm where she once worked the
number of female partners was so low and remained low for such a long time that unless they
had at least targets, if not quotas, there was no way the right steps were going to be taken to
have a significant number of females in the partnership.
For women, 20 percent feels like slight and slow progress; maybe for men 20 percent feels like
a great deal of progress.
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Laura Liswood, Contributor
04/04/2013 11:00 am ET Updated Jun 04, 2013

The Seed and the Soil: A 50/50 Career Deal
Recent discussions about women’s careers have focused on the apparent divide between what
women should do to ensure their careers go well (Lean In) and what institutions need to do to
change policies to help women ensure their careers can be possible (“Can Women Have It
All?”). The debate seems to be about which is more important.
My response is: that is like asking, “Which line is more important in a rectangle, the long line or
the short line?” In a rectangle, both long and short lines are equally essential. So too in careers
for women, it is impossible to disaggregate between the individual and the institution. I call this
reality the seed and the soil — a 50/50 career deal. (I am grateful to my colleague, Aynesh
Johnson, Managing Director at Goldman Sachs, who has helped me frame this issue).
The institution, i.e. the company, the organization, is THE SOIL. It has a 50 percent
responsibility to make sure supervisors, managers, and leaders develop and maintain
awareness that men and women have different approaches (as do other historically
underrepresented groups such as Blacks, Asians, the disabled, different cultures, etc.). Most
importantly, the institution must give tools to those who lead, and manage these tools to work
with those who are different and come from both dominant and non-dominant groups.
Organizations should not strive for heterogeneity and diversity if the tools and programs are
not there to make it work.
Let me also mention that government policy is part of the SOIL. Government policy comes in
the form of such things as tax benefits or family leave policy, immigration decisions, and child
care regulations.
On the other hand, who cares most about one’s own career? Aside from one’s mother, the
individual cares most about their career. The individual has a 50 percent responsibility as THE
SEED to have the skills, tools, awareness, planning and personal development to ensure their
career goes well.
One example would look like this:
The issue is communication styles. It is known that men and women, and often other cultures,
learn through societal example as they grow up to communicate somewhat differently. Not
everyone is different, but the cohorts probably speak with slightly different mannerisms.
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Women, for example, may use ritual question to demand something. Many men know this from
the often-parodied question (statement) from his opposite sex partner, “Do you want to stop for
a cup of coffee?” Almost everyone is bilingual and knows that the woman means “Stop now
because I want a cup of coffee.”
In the workplace, a woman (the SEED) may ask her manager, “Do you think I should get a
promotion?” The male manager (SOIL) hears a question and says “No.” The SOIL has a
responsibility to have learned that this is known as a ritual question and treat it as such. The
SEED has a responsibility to realize that there are other speaking frameworks besides ritual
question and that she may need to use a different approach given her intended audience.
This is a small example, but these abound in the workplace. Yes, women should lean into their
careers and understand how to stay engaged if they off ramp for a time in their careers, or ask
for their assignments, get critical feedback, seek promotions, state their accomplishments, and
learn more ways to behave other than just those learnt through societal norms. It is 50 percent
their responsibility to stretch themselves and get out of their comfort zones.
But there is a similar 50 percent responsibility by the institution, as represented by the
managers, supervisors and leaders, to be taught and to understand the implications of their
requirements for long hours of face time, for the unconscious negative career consequences
of doing telework, flex work, or hitting the career pause button. To understand exactly how a
double bind works and how they may be engaging in one (assertive men vs. aggressive
women).
The institution has to make managers far more aware of how “like” gravitates to ‘like,” how
people bond with those who are similar to them, and to mitigate the consequences of this in
hierarchical organizations where rewards are given out unequally. The organization, if it is
going to state that its goal is to have a diverse workforce for its innovation and creativity, then
must teach managers to appreciate that some people have no trouble stating how good and
accomplished they are, and some people have a background that taught them not to brag.
Organizations teach their employees how to handle diverse technical products and diverse
ways to generate revenue. They know that nourishing excellence in employees requires a
fertile soil. Having an organization filled with diverse individuals also requires that same level
of rich soil.
The individual will only flower if there is a strong seed, which he or she must come to provide
to the organization to make their own careers blossom.
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The SEED and the SOIL. It takes both.
Follow Laura Liswood on Twitter: www.twitter.com/LauraLiswood
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11/29/2011 02:03 pm ET Updated Jan 29, 2012

Has Diversity Lived Up to Its Promise?
Diversity and inclusion are instrumental for any organization that seeks innovation, creativity,
and engaged employees. We don’t need to make the business case for it; it is well accepted
that a diverse workforce is essential to staying competitive in the global marketplace. In today’s
world, problems are complex, communication is global, and the environment is constantly
changing. Diversity is no longer a luxury; it is a necessity.
The real question is, “Are we actually reaping the benefits of our diversity efforts?” By the
benefits, I mean the advantage of capturing the differing ways people think about issues and
experiences and creation of a truly level playing field. Without an even playing field, a real
meritocracy that neither subtly advantages some nor disadvantages others, it is my opinion
that organizations will never obtain the benefits they seek from their diversity initiatives.
A precondition to obtaining the advantage of diversity is skilled and aware leadership.
Awareness means understanding that we all bring our unconscious self to the workplace. And
if there is diversity, even a limited amount, that unconscious is the true gatekeeper preventing
our ability to unlock the benefits of diversity within an organization.
Our unconscious perspectives, roles, associations, preferences, and archetypes are with us
constantly, and we have learned them in a slow and subtle way. So slow and subtle in fact, we
are not aware of what has happened to our world view.
Who teaches us about ourselves? Our hidden teachers include our parents, school teachers,
peers, religion, the media, our daily experiences and the very myths, fairy tales and fables that
were read to us at bedtime. Each whispers silently in our ear about what we ‘know’ about others
and what we deem right and wrong.
In my book, The Loudest Duck (Wiley & Sons, 2010), I reference the old lessons that we learn
from our ‘hidden teachers’ and how these lessons continue to have repercussions and legacies
in the workplace. Many Americans, particularly boys, are taught that ‘the squeaky wheel gets
the grease’ which means speak up and you get what you want. The Japanese may be taught
that ‘the nail that sticks out gets hit on the head’ which is completely opposite in its intent.
Women around the world hear ‘if you can’t say anything nice don’t say anything at all’ and the
Chinese are engrained to know that ‘the loudest duck gets shot’. The last three are completely
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and diametrically opposite from the first aphorism, and each is brought to the table in a diverse
workforce.
Unfortunately for our diversity efforts in the example above, only one group is easily
comfortable raising their hand, speaking out, getting seen as having the knowledge, facts and
ideas. The wheel gets the advantage; the nail, duck, and nice are at a disadvantage and the
organization doesn’t learn much about the ideas of the latter groups.
Obviously, diversity is needed, but so are the tools that unlock that diversity. Let me give you
an example. All of us have been on conference calls. You hear the manager of the call say
“Anyone out there have any comments?” Most of the time all you get is silence (or clicking of
computer keys). What happened to all that cognitive diversity we wanted? We hear mainly from
the people who are in the room with the manager. No one else speaks and all of those good
ideas, fresh perspectives, and differing global awareness are gone. An easy solution would be
to let people on the call know they will be called on and then by name, ask them for their
comments. This is not rocket science, but it does require a far greater consciousness about
who gets heard and how to ensure that all are included. How we unconsciously react to
diversity is the key step that often gets skipped.
Most organizations have realized the business case for diversity and have made good faith
attempts to hire people who reflect that business case. But once we get the diversity, we have
not yet learned how to create an organization that fully obtains the benefits of it. Often this can
be diagnosed by looking at the hierarchy and the numbers of individuals at various levels. In
many companies today, it is not an intake problem, it is an upgrade problem. We get people in
the door at the lower levels in the pyramid but they do not make it to the top. The heterogeneity
gives way to homogeneity. Why? My belief is that we need to move now to Diversity 2.0 and
give managers and leaders the training, awareness, skill sets, tools that ensure we engage and
capture the full benefit of the diversity we say we are so committed to.
Follow Laura Liswood on Twitter: www.twitter.com/LauraLiswood
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03/18/2010 05:12 am ET Updated May 25, 2011

The Loudest Duck
Have you ever wondered why:
• So few women run companies around the world
• Even fewer American companies are run by Japanese men
• There are more tall male leaders than short male leaders
• Pakistani leadership is filled with cricket fans but not racquetball players
Chances are it has nothing to do with outright bias or intentional discrimination. So what
happens?
Where is the diversity? Businesses around the world have had diversity as a “must do” in their
mission statements for years, in some cases for a decade or more. Multinational companies
swear by diversity but behind the scenes swear at it. “Diversity is no longer a nice to have — it
is a need to have” say many annual reports which are filled with diverse people smiling out
from the pages. In my new book The Loudest Duck: Moving Beyond Diversity I call that the
Noah’s Ark theory of diversity — if we could just get two of each in the Ark, we will have
accomplished our goal of diversity! Unfortunately, the results are not promising; diversity has
not actually truly happened after all this time, after all the effort and money spent.
What makes it hard for diverse companies to become, well, diverse? I saw a slogan that read
“We hire for difference and fire because they are not the same.”
In The Loudest Duck I explain why diversity in reality is a lot harder to accomplish than many
in management think and why the sea level on diversity has not risen by much. I have worked
on leadership and diversity issues for many years — studied it, spoken about it, researched it
and ran organizations. Why is Noah’s Ark so hard to really make work? Because the giraffe
unconsciously looks at the zebra and thinks “He is funny looking with that stupid short neck
and silly black and white stripes. I, the giraffe, am much more capable with my long neck and
beautiful brown and white spots.”
The argument is not that diversity and heterogeneity are not worthwhile and extremely valuable
for competing and getting the best, most creative ideas. It is that to create a true meritocracy
and a place where all diverse ideas are heard and diverse people promoted fairly requires
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much more consciousness of what we think about others and how we react to them, especially
if they are different from us. Diversity requires leaders to have more tools in their toolbox than
if they were managing a homogeneous workforce.
In The Loudest Duck I talk about how we all bring Grandma to work with us. Who is Grandma?
She is the accumulation of everything we learn about ourselves and others. We learn from our
parents, peers, teachers, the media, religion, experience, toys, history, myths and legends. We
are all taught from Day 1 about the world and that “learning” seeps unconsciously into our
brains and it determines how we see the world and others, particularly others who are different
than we are.
Grandma teaches American men that it is okay to brag, to trumpet their successes at work. For
them, the squeaky wheel gets the grease. Grandma teaches women around the world that
there is a social penalty for doing that. (She’s too ambitious or pushy.) Grandma teaches the
Chinese to be modest. They are taught from early on that “the Loudest Duck gets shot.” In a
diverse American company, the American male manager hears the wheel and not the duck.
He hears other American men bragging but hears nothing from the woman or the Chinese man
and unconsciously leans toward the American man for the promotion, the pay raise, the better
assignments.
Or the boss is an avid cricket fan. That is not a problem if the people who work for him are too.
They get together, watch games, talk about the teams and the boss gets comfortable with those
people who work for him. But in a diverse company not everyone is a cricket lover. The noncricket aficionado is put just slightly at a disadvantage because he has less access and
familiarity with his manager. The manager, a good person, brings Grandma to work with him
and slightly, unconsciously favors the cricket fans.
My book explains why companies have to be far more thoughtful about their diverse workforce
and how they are perceived in order to create a level playing field for all. It is not the diversity
that is the challenge; it is how we handle the diversity that speeds some people’s careers up
and slows others down. And usually it can be seen in the phenomenon of like being comfortable
and looking favorably on others who are like them. The Loudest Duck explores the dynamics
of dominant groups and non-dominant groups in organizations and the subtle advantage that
goes to those in the former category and the subtle disadvantage that accrues to those who
don’t look like the dominant group.
No one ever got to the top of the organization by saying “The reason I made it to the top is that
I was subtly advantaged. I got to the top because the company is fair and meritocratic.” In a
diverse company that is most likely completely untrue. As Malcolm Gladwell writes in his book,
Blink 16% of men in the United States are 6’ 2” or taller but 57% of Fortune 500 male leaders
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are 6’2” or taller. We bring unconscious archetypes and beliefs about the attributes of tall versus
short into our diverse workplace.
Diverse companies can be much better and more creative, much more profitable and able to
succeed globally ONLY if they are aware and conscious of all we bring in preconceived notions
of who others are. Leaders become aware that their experiences at work are NOT the same
as others’ in Noah’s Ark. The tall white man at the top of the organization may think the world
happens to others as it happens to him. It does not.
The Loudest Duck provides leaders and employees tools to make sure that diversity actually
works to the benefit of all.
Follow Laura Liswood on Twitter: www.twitter.com/LauraLiswood
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Women Directors Change How Boards Work
by Laura Liswood
FEBRUARY 17, 2015
We know that getting more women on teams can boost performance.
The examples are numerous: Citing private internal research of
20,000 client teams, EY's vice chair Beth Brooke has said that the
more diverse teams had higher profitability and great client
satisfaction than non-diverse teams. And professors Anita Woolley
and Thomas W. Malone have learned that increasing the number of
women on a team also increases its collective intelligence.
Yet when it comes to one of the most important "teams" a company
has - its board of directors - the United States seems to have hit a
ceiling of about 16% women, with little by way of national efforts by
government or business to increase that number.

Whether one agrees with quotas as a mechanism for an increase or not (spoiler: men are
less likely to), a new look at Norway, which has a mandatory quota system of 40%, is
helpful in understanding why having at least three women on a board is important. And
while research about financial performance is still in its infancy - Catalyst has found
a strong correlation between the number of women on boards and in the C-Suite and ROI
and ROE of company returns - we're starting to learn more about the important ways
women are changing the inner workings of boards.

Aaron A. Dhir, an associate professor at York University' s Osgoode Hall Law School, has
done extensive research for his forthcoming 2015 book, Challenging Boardroom
Homogeneity: Corporate Law, Governance and Diversity. Professor Dhir did a qualitative,
interview-based study of Norwegian corporate directors, looking deeply into the
experiences of 23 Norwegian directors, men and women who had appointments both preand post-quota. He wanted to understand, from the directors' point of view, the actual
meaning and effects of the quota's impact, from cultural dynamics and decision making
to the overall governance approach of the affected boards. Focusing on the human side
of governance, he makes several observations, some familiar and others surprising.
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First, many women brought to the boardroom, and to decision making, a different set of
perspectives, experiences, angles, and viewpoints than their male counterparts. Board
members also observed that female directors are "more likely than their male counterparts
to probe deeply into the issues at hand" by asking more questions, leading to more robust
intra-board deliberations. Most women appeared to be uninterested in presenting a facade
of knowledge and were loath to make decisions they did not fully understand (something
recent McKinsey research suggests might be fairly common). Board members observed
that female directors tended to have a different style of engagement, seeking the o pinions
of others and trying to ensure that everyone in the boardroom take part in the discussion.
Outsider status and independence were also particularly powerful forces in board
dynamics, helping to open up close ties and expand and rearrange social bonds between
director s, the CEO, and high-level management. The quota also forced a movement away
from closed social groups and in-group favoritism - that is, people tapping only their own
network s. One question for future research is whether women, over time, lose their
outsider status and the effects of that status.
Interestingly, Professor Dhir found that the concern about being stigmatized as a "quota
woman" was not experienced by the women who became new board members,
particularly because there was a critical mass and not token representation.
Taken together, Professor Dhir identified seven consequences of gender-based
heterogeneity for boardroom work, board governance, and group dynamics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced dialogue
Better decision making, including the value of dissent
More effective risk mitigation and crisis management, and a better balance
between risk- welcoming and risk aversion behavior
Higher quality monitoring of and guidance to management
Positive changes to the boardroom environment and culture
More orderly and systematic board work
Positive changes in the behavior of men

This doesn't mean there weren't challenges. Some included more prolonged decisionmaking, less initial bonding, and additional conflicts due to the increase in different
perspectives. Management had to get used to being deeply and fully prepared for the
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question s being asked.
In addition, diverse boards that were not properly managed created distrust and
dissatisfaction. In part this is due to a common bias groups have. Homogeneous groups
don't come to better solutions, as Columbia University' s Katherine W. Phillips, the Paul
Calello Professor of Leadership and Ethics, and others have found. They're simply
convinced that they did.
Heterogeneous groups, on the other hand, come to better solutions. They just don't think
that's the case.
There is heated discuss ion about the various mechanisms in place, and proposed, to
include more women on boards. Amidst the debate, what seems clear, as Professor Dhir
indicates, "the forced repopulation of boards along gender lines has disturbed the
traditional order of corporate board governance systems, dislocating established
hierarchies of power and privilege in key market- based institutions." In other words,
having more women does change the dynamics of a board and its governance. The
Norwegian experience has provided a window into what might happen if and when board
leaders and companies elsewhere decide to seriously commit to making sure their boards
are truly diverse, moving consciously from homogeneity to heterogeneity.

Laura Liswood is Secretary General, Council of Women World Leaders, senior advisor to
Goldman Sachs and author of The Loudest Duck (Wiley & Sons).
Reference:
Laura Liswood (2015). Women Director Change How Boards Work. [ONLINE] Available
at: https://hbr.org/2015/02/women-directors-change-how-boards-work. [Last Accessed
20 February 2015].
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The Role of the Chairman of the Board to
Promote Diversity
By: Laura Liswood
October 11, 2018

This year, I was privileged to participate in a World Economic Forum Committee of Chairmen
meeting in Zurich. The WEF has an amazing convening power-think Davos. This Zurich
gathering was composed of chairmen and women of some of the largest, most robust
companies in the world.
My remit was to speak to them about diversity and inclusion and the role of the board chair to
ensure the organizations efforts.
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The commitment by the chairs to diversity and its role within their organizations seemed
genuine and thoughtful. Admittedly there were member companies that had no or only one
woman on their boards of directors. But the concensus was a need to have multiple
perspectives and cultural awareness which under pins the purpose of D&I.
What struck me was the discussion of some of the leader’s experience of putting a woman on
their board. One chair from a large consulting company reflected on their first attempt to bring
a woman on board. It did not go well he reported. That lead me to wonder why that wellmeaning attempt failed.
Several possibilities for this failure present themselves:
1) Motive. A company’s desire to put a woman on the board can stem from outside pressure
such as at institutional investors urging, activist shareholder proposals, reputational optics and
avoidance of risk and financial liability. A real possibility emerges that this misguided effort can
lead to an actual misfit of skills, culture and poorly made choices for board members.
2) Coercion. A board feels under attack from many fronts and feels coerced into bringing a
woman on board. They dislike that sense of forced outsider pressure, don’t see the need to
disrupt their well-functioning board, and believe the pool of qualified candidates is too small.
They have never had a problem going to their informal networks and resent this intrusion.
The woman chosen may never get fully integrated into the in group.
3) Confirmation bias. An unintended consequence of 1 and 2 above. The board members don’t
want a woman in the first place, made hurried decisions or resented the intrusion of someone
not like them or a legal quota. There may be an unconscious belief the woman or women chose
are less qualified. Confirmation bias means they will see unqualified behavior to prove what
they already believed. Generally, dominant groups are assumed to be competent until they
prove they are not; non-dominant groups are assumed to be incompetent until they show they
are competent. The woman is trapped by preconceived views of their performance.
4) The ‘one only’ problem. There is only one woman appointed by the board, not a critical mass
(three or more). The one is over scrutinized, her mistakes less tolerated, seen as a token and
treated as such, or a victim of prove-it-again bias. She must prove herself, not once, but many
times before she is viewed as qualified to be there. Research shows that with three or more
women the over scrutiny subsides and disappears.
5) Style difference. Inexperienced or unaware board chairs and members may not realize that
sometimes communication styles differ by gender or nationality or culture.
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For example, some speak in a high context mode, others in a low context mode. This is the
difference between long explanations and “I have three things to say”.
Board chairs need to be vigilant about the interrupters, those who talk over others, the
acknowledging of some comments and not others, those who are over heard and others who
are under heard. A woman on the board may sound different (i.e. less competent) than the
more normalized speaking of the men because of socialized speech patterns.
A vigilant chair ensures that credit for good ideas goes where it is due.
Women may use what is known as ‘disarming mechanisms’ which are verbal means to disarm
others so as not see a woman as aggressive or assertive. These include ritual modesty or
conditionality such as the phrase “I am not the expert on this”. The woman who uses that
phrase is the expert but plays down her expertise to avoid going unheard or demeaned in the
face of looking like a show off or know it all.
The board chair and the leadership of an organization play a crucial role in ensuring the
successful creation of a diverse board or management. New tools and awareness are
necessary. To be fully conscious of the dynamics of diverse groups is key to fulfilling the
important mission of a high functioning, creative board of directors. The Chair must be forthright
about why diversity is so important to the vibrancy of the company and challenge those who
resist the changes needed to fulfil this mission.
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